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animal and smeared the blood on the bride's forehead 
to welcome her. Gradually the practice of animal 
blood was substituted with a red mark, following the 
growth and popularity of Buddhism that championed 
the cause of non-violence. 

With the passage of time and diversity of Indian 
culture the dot took several diversions. In North India 
the bindi denotes a woman's married status and it is 
worn by every bride from her wedding day onwards. 
By contrast, in South India bindi is the prerogative of 
all girls and the most preferred colour is black 
(believed to counteract dark thoughts and to protect 
its wearer from negative vibes) while North India 
frowns at the idea of black beauty as inauspicious. 

Gradually the shade and shape of the bindi started 
taking turns. It all began with natural colours, mercury, 
lead, charcoal, turmeric, saffron, clay, sandalwood, 
etc. In parts of Northeast India even shells and wings 
of insects were used as bindi. The variegated wings 
can still be seen as bindis in rural areas! 

With the passage of time, the etiquettes of the 
bindi have spun off from religious rituals to trendy 
mapping of the face. No longer a mark of matrimony, 
the humble bindi has come a long way to surge a 
fashion statement for the emancipated women. The 
ubiquitous bindi between the brows has moved to just 
about anywhere on the body and the shape has given 
way to a glorious cornucopia of designs available in 
every colour. Today no painstaking wobbly circles are 
done by hand. In olden days a circular disc was used 
to create a perfect round . A sticky wax paste was 
applied on the empty space in the disc which was then 
covered with kum kum (red lead / red turmeric) and 
the disc was removed. 

the auspicious dot The contemporary bindi comes in exotic colours 
and in a superb variety of sizes, styles, and contours. 
The most popular version is the sticker bindi, created 
out of felt, velvet, satin and silk and glazed with glue 

The blazing red dot on the forehead of the Indian woman is 
arguably the most enduring beauty icon of ageless India. 
Referred to as a bindi, bindya, teeka, tilak, pottu, kumkum, it is 

one of the eloquent expressions from the list of sixteen legendary 
beauty accoutrements or the Solah Sringara. Traditionally, the bindi is 
worn by a married woman to symbolize everlasting marital bliss, a 
proud announcement that she has found her mate. 

When a bride enters a new home, she dons a red and round 
bindi, which marks the union of Shiva and Shakti, the god and 
goddess of the Hindu pantheon who rule the totality of energy and 
matter to create the entire universe. The red colour is supposed to 
augur prosperity for the house she is entering. 

There is a lot more to this courtship ritual than meets the eye. 
Down the ages, men and women for spiritual reasons wore the 
ubiquitous teeka. The subtle spot between the eyebrows 111arks the 
third eye of Shiva and it is a vital point that governs various levels of 
concentration. Worry or thinking generates heat and one can observe 
the eyebrows being screwed up during extreme effort. To prevent this 
energy loss and to keep the nervous system cool, the ancient sages 
advised protection with the help of pastes that have medicinal value. 

Most of the historians associate the bindi with ancient Dravidians 
(one of the earliest races in India). During marriage they sacrificed an 
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on one side. These are ready to wear bindis and 
convenient to carry. Precious stones with a bit of gold or silver thrown 
in for good effect also serve as bridal bindis. 

Poor quality adhesive used in the bindi can cause allergic 
dermatitis. Bindis with clinically tested gum are preferable. Moreover, 
specialists advise .-------------------~ 
not to use sticker 
bindis con- i i. tinuously. 

Liquid bindi 
t * (kumkum) is a 

better option for i t those who cher-
ish tradition and i 
enjoy artistic ere-
ativity. The kit 

$ I comes with a 
colour wheel of 
about a dozen 4 I 
colours and a '-------------------.......1 
stick is provided as a tool to paint the intricate design. Samples are 
provided. Bindis may be found anywhere today and can simply be 
worn as a fashion statement. 


